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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, August 20, 1942
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The recipe for perpetual ignorance is: Be
satisfied with your opinions and content
with your knowledge.—Elbert Hubbard.
1111.
Traffic Regulation
Is Up To Citizens
Last week a story came over T h e
Leader editor's desk about a "discussion"
at the regular weekly meeting of the City
Council of Princeton's traffic problems. It
wasn't news, so it did not get into type.
We have a pronounced repugnance for
sticking out our necks, having learned some
time back that the good folk of any town
dislike having a comparative newcomer
break out with a lot of free advice about
how things ought to be run. But . ..
It is high time the City Fathers—and
everybody else who lives here too—realize
that Princeton is as horse-and-buggy a
place as any village one-tenth its size in
the matter of regulating the ever increasing
Bow of motor traffic.
Perhaps many 'older citizens do' not like
automobiles and the things they do to our
present-day life. We have several good
'friends who firmly believe what's wrong
with everybody is the jitters brought on by
the age of speed. Doubtless a good many
folk who have lived here all their long lives
still would like to stop in the middle of the
atreet, if it suited their convenience, and
"visit" with friends they meet.
But doing so would cause a good many
premature funerals.
Automobiles are here to stay. Their number upon our streets will grow greater, instead of less; although war may serve for
an interval to alleviate the congestion. We
know some provident folk who are saving
money now with which to purchase new
automobiles as soon as the war is over and
factories get into production again. There
will be a grand rush, upon the part of millions of persons, to get new cars as soon as
possible, once rubber is plentiful for tires.
And so, whether we like 'em is of little
moment: Automobiles are with us; and
they will be the slower vehicles of tomorrow, for our children soon will be asking us
for airplanes instead of motor cars.
Why not, therefore, be sensible about
the traffic problem?
"Discussions" by the good citizens who
comprise the City Council will avail nothing until these gentlemen, the Mayor and
others in authority are given clearly to understand that the public wants the traffic
laws enforced.
When this is made manifest to them, police
will be instructed to arrest violators, the
guilty will pay the proscribed penalties . ..
and soon Princeton traffic will flow as well
as that of any other like-sized town which
has to cope with modern vehicular congestion on streets width of which was designed for wagons and buggies.
Transportation Now
War's Gravest Problem
Back in the days when the Nation first
was recovering from the shock of Pearl
Harbor, opinion was expressed in this
column that chief difficulty business firms
of Princeton would experience in attempting to carry on through the war would be
attendant upon transportation snarls and
inadequacies.
Recently we all have experienced annoyance because of soft drink, chewing gum
and other shortages, small enough bother
in themselves but. plainly indicative of what
is to come.
Not only that but the whole war effort
now seems bogged down to an alarming degree because of transportation problems ...
largely due to the German submarine
menace upon our shipping lanes.
Just as it appears small town merchants
must completely overhaul their merchandising methods if they are to keep goods upon
their shelves, have something to sell the
public (which has more than the usual supply of money with which to buy) and thus
to survive this war, so becomes evident the
crying necessity for our leaders to solve the
problem of getting the munitions and the
materiel of war to the far flung fighting
fronts, to avoid the world's worst tragedy.
Last week's war news, despite heroic offensives launched by our Marines, the Navy
and Army air forces from Alaskan waters
to the Solomons in the South Pacific, was
bitterly bad because our Russian allies were
absorbing such tremendously devastating

A WORLD AT WAR

"The Empty Room"
That is the caption of an advertisement—
one of the most inspiring advertisements We
have ever seen. The illustration shows a
middle-aged man, standing alone and looking into a boy's bedroom. The text has him
saying:
"This is my boy's room.
"This is where he slept.
"This is where he dreamed a child's
dreams.
"This is where he saw a man's visions.
"Here, in this empty room, are faded
pictures of teammates and heroes ... books
scribbled over with nqtes and exclamations.
. . . the gloves and spike shoes we hung up
for good before he went to war . . . the
silver cup he won .. . bright pennants .
and all the careless memoranda, the echoes
of his days.
•
•
"If fathers could only pour their hate
through the hot barrels of smoking guns
and write the records of their grief with
bayonet steel!
"They said I was too old to fight, though
I'm only 50.
"But, if I'm too old to sight and drop a
stick of bombs, I'm not too old to lay my
money on the line for War Savings Stamps
and Bonds!
"Maybe I am too stiff and slow to fly,
but I've got control enough to keep my car
speed under 40 . . . so they can keep their
fighting planes above 400!
"And if I can't march 30 miles a day with
a full pack, I can walk two miles to work
and back to help save gas and rubber!
"No, I'm not bitter any more because I
won't win this war behind a gun or on a
ship or in the sky.
"I've come around to thinking that here
at home we've got the job of passing the
ammunition along, of sacrificing little
things, of giving up and going without, of
looking ahead •to 'les' instead of 'more.'
Somebody's got to do the necessary, undramatic things .
and I guess that's what
older men are for."
•
To the United States Rubber Co., which
sponsors this advertisement, and to the
artist and the Campbell-Ewald Advertising
Agency that prepared it, our thanks.
Through the door of an empty room they
have given us a glimpse beyond the squabbling and striving for advantage, the petty
arguments and futile buck passing that
sometimes seem to be the chief substance
of our war effort here at home, into the
real heart of America.
—(Editorial is reprinted from the New
York World-Telegram).
Princeton Leader In New Home
Gracean M. Pedley's Princeton Leader has
outgrown its old quarters and found room
for further expansion in a new home.
The former Owensboro newspaperman who
operates both the Leader at Princeton, and
the Lyon County Herald in Eddyville, and
finds time to do a mighty fine job as publicity director at Frankfort where he edits
In Kentucky, official state publication, is
one of the most energetic of Kentucky's
younger journalists. And since his location
at Eddyville a few years ago, and his subsequent addition of the Leader to his business enterprises, Mr. Pedley has continued
to forge ahead.
It is a pleasure for the Messenger to
congratulate Mr. Pedley on his success, and
to wish for him further expansion at Princeton with his removal into a new home which
provides adequate space, a factor that had
hampered him since he purchased the Caldwell county seat paper a few years ago.
His Eddyville and Princeton plants are
within a few miles, making it comparatively
easy for a man of Pedley's alacrity to supervise both papers, and to produce such a
meritorious publication as In Kentucky
which increased in value with the issue
just off the press as it has since he became
editor.—(Owensboro Messenger)
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Over-all Axis strategy was seen as a German drive into the Mid-way through the Caucasus (2)
and from Fes
for a junction with the Japs pushing (4) into India when the Monsoons there stop. American smashes
at Japs in
(6) and Solomon Islands (7) were seen—aside from being the first United Nations offensive in the
Pacific—as a di
which might cost the Japs forces needed for possible drive into Russian Siberia (5). Projected British
-American second
(1) against Germany could divert Nazi troops needed in push to east.
—AP

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
"The madding throng' the writer
feller wanted to get far away from
finally broke that suave, quiet demeanor which has marked S. J.
Lowry all these years . . . To such
an extent that the gentlemanly gent
went frantic when those avid and
impetuous peach buyers stormed his
orchard last week. Which proved, for
some, a greater attraction than the
peaches!
Pennyriler is grateful to two of
Deacon Dawson's daughters who, receiving gift subscriptions from their
pa to another newspaper, insisted
this year they wanted The Leader.
The Deacon. came through.
Princeton's drug stores are helping
mightily to make Princeton a "hick"
town, by closing at 8 o'clock each
night. Even at Eddyville, drug store
is open until 9; at Dawson Springs
until much later. Pennyriler frequently sees Princeton folk buying drinks,
and other things too, in drug stores
of neighboring towns.

vok

After listening to the radio announcer one is tempted to have
shredded cigarettes and cream for
breakfast, fried or baked soap for
lunch, and a delightful and tasty
laxative for evening meal. And
washed down with a bottle of beer
that was made in heaven.—(Joe Richardson, in Glasgow Times.)
I have just read Editor Hoyt Moore's
"Listening Post" column, in his Fulton Daily Leader. He tells of how
humble he felt after filling out the
government's occupational questionnaire and finding that, of a multitude of jobs listed, only one he could
perform was "printer."

By G. M. P

Frank Phipps, Kentucky Division of
Game and Fish, says yes on hunting,
no on fishing.
No more curb service at Granny s
. . . if his shouted admonition to an
auto customer one nigRt recently is
criterion. Granny, after a toot or
two on the motorist's horn, yelled
"Come on in. The Big Shots' days
are over." And the customer (a lady)
went in, bought bottled drinks, took
empties back inside.
Pennyriler is grateful for friendly
visits to The Leader's new office within the last several days from Glen
Farmer, W. L. "Bocty" Mays, Roy
Rowland, Trice Yates, Kelsey Cummins Giles C. George, Bowling Green;
In Stevens, Shell R. Smith, Henry
Sevison, Dave Mitchell, Mayor W.
L. Cash, Saul Pogrotsky, Merle Drain,
Jewell Creasey, Philip Stevens, George
Eldred, Shelley Eldred, S. D. Hodge,
Chief Everett Jones, C. W. Gowin,
Tom Simmons, Cliff Wood and a
good many others whose names we
do not now recall. Their interest in
our efforts to have a good newspaper
shop, as well as the best possible
newspaper, are appreciated.
Burns Powell, first newsman to
come to The Leader after the paper
came into our hands, has recently become field executive for Boy Scouts,
with headquarters at Bowling Green.
Burns made many friends here during
his too brief stay and these will wish
him success. He formerly taught school
at Columbus, his home town. This
genial young man has a flair for writing, a talent for humor; hence Pennyriler hopes he never will forsake
journalism entirely.

That questionnaire gave Pennyriler
quite a jolt too, tho I had it on Editor
Moore a little and could list personnel
work in addition to journalist. But
it was to me, as to my Fulton friend,
a shock to learn how little I could do
to help win this war, as set down in
black and white by Uncle Sam.

Four Kentucky newspapers have
"folded" (quit business) in the last
few weeks, most recent the
Livingston
Leader, at Smithland, last week. The
Smithland editor went into the Army,
others just found the going too
hard.
There will be more; probably a
good
many if the war lasts through
1944.

And this brought on cogitation
about education; and how "white
collar" folk are going to get along
in a world that places such emphasis
upon mechanics. No good, at least
until the war,is over, to guess how to
educate 'one's children. Looks as
tho it will be better for tomorrow's
citizens if they know how to work
with their hands instead of their
heads.

From Glasgow last week a
greeting
and a commendatory message
about
the State magazine from the
Rev. W.
LeRoy Baker, former Methodist
minister here and a tower of strength
for
the right in our community
during his
pastorate in Princeton. Friends
in
Glasgow tell me he is greatly
appreciated there. Mr. Baker asked
to be
remembered to friends here. Why
not
write him a letter?

But not long ago, I paid a dentist's
bill; and decided one of my boys had
better take up that profession. The
others can be brick layers, or welders, or electricians . . . and maybe
not have to study trigonometry,
qualitative and quantitative chemical
analysis, physics, calculus and such.
Jewell Creasey asked Pennyriler to
find out about whether it is
unlakw-...
ful to hunt and/or fish on
Sunday.

Col. Vernon Richardson, a
valued
friend of the newspaper craft,
has recently been honored by Gov.
Keen
Johnson with appointment to
membership on the Sesquicentennial
Commission. Colonel Rich is currently
doing a swell job of editing
the Danville Advocate-Messenger,
filling vacancy created by untimely
death of
Curtis Alcock. He is a
gentleman of
rare attainments, one of
Danville's
most beloved citizens;
his column
radiates good will every
day.
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blows as to put in jeopardy the entire future
of the world.
• Thus does transportation loom clearly
as the one big factor in all our lives today;
and perhaps it is not inapropos to ask:
what are you doing about this, with regard
to your automobile and its tires?
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Editorial Comment
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Warriors From
Congress
By Jack Stilmett
Wide World Features
Washington.—As a result of
President's order that all me
Congress on duty with the
forces return to their posts a
legislative branch of government
Congressmen have announced
will throw over their 810,0004jobs to write their names in
sweat and tears on the battlefros
Three others, still with the
forces in parts unknown to W
ton, have made no public derl
of intention despite nearness of
tions.
Five others have _bowed to
President's judgment that they
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Sidelight On U. S. Charges
Against Big Newspapers

rs. Dodge

The current years taxes are
now due, and all taxes unpaid
after November 1, 1942, are subject to a ten percent penalty.
Special assessment taxes for
WPA improvements are due, also cemetery upkeep taxes. All
water accounts become due on
the first day of each month and
if not paid by the 18th, are subject to a ten percent penalty.
Prompt payment will be greatly
appreciated.
Garland Quisenberry,
Collector.

Newspapers have carried dis- France, he got into the hottest
patches recently about federal part of the fighting in the St.
otinitttrayn New
court action against the Chicago Mihiel and Meuse-Argonne ofpoorftear C'A
gone
Tribune, edited by Col. Robert fensive. The
Tribune
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McCormick;
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Washington praised his war record when he
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d from
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terson, and the New York News, he had "won the love" of his
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edited by Joheph M. Patter- regiment. The Chicago News'
with a
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.,14
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Cormick-Patterson metropolitan low officer with Field in the
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The following reprint sheds to infantrymen while shells fell
and other fables
illumination upon the subject all around.
,vesiek college girls
He
from a very human angle, one
McCormick, now 62, joined the
'le skeptic . • .
Jones
which, we believe, will have Illineds National Guard before
Farmer
how
Te
picking
wide appeal among readers of the U. S. entered World War I.
Wearing dark glasses and cov,T,per Brown
A friend asked Illinois' Govern- ering a cut upper lip with a
Help Them Cleanse the Blood
The Leader:
,-ands of waste iron
of Harmful Body Waste
Two Soldiers' Records
or, the late Edward Dunne, for handkerchief, Mrs. Dora Macicr Evans giving a
Your kidneys are constantly filtering
a commission for him. Dunne, Donald Dodge (above) leaves
From Time Magazine
waste matter from the bloodstream. But
iTg a place to sleep
kidney,sometimes lag in their work— do
"You are getting rattled, Col- who had often been roasted by the Detroit hospital where her
. . He couldn't
not act as Nature intended— fall to re.
move impurities that, if retained, may
Dodge,
Duval
onel McCormick."
the Tribune, roared: "I'll give husband, John
.art of Princeton beatpoison the system and upset the whole
Police
skull.
fractured
machinery.
body
.
.
.
Chicago
its
The
led
a
Sun
of
ediunless
McCormick
nothing
died
homespun
plain
, a
GABLE ENLISTS AS BUCK PRIVATE—Clark Gable, idol of
Symptoms may be nagging backache.
torial page with this laconic he runs an editorial completely sought to learn whether Dodge,
persistent headache,attacks of dizziness.
• ,mall-townish activity. thousands of feminine movie-goers, is sworn in as a buck private
getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
editorial one day last week. It repudiating everything the Tri- scion of the automobile family,
under the eyes--a feeling of nervous
'or the pathos, humor, in the Army by Col. Malcolm P. Andruss in Los Angeles. After
anxiety and loss of pep and strength.
quardomestic
a
a
in
was
bune
answer
soft
said
The
the
has
to
me."
injured
about
dirtiest
was
Other signs of kidney or bladder disbe .zernemb.ered dee,ds, three months', basic training at -Miami, Fla., Gable said he
order are sometimes burning, scanty Of
punch 'the Tribunes 'incredible Tribune did. McCO'rmick was rel or in a scuffle at a precinct
frequent urination.
:to be printed and pass- hopes to enroll in an officers' training school.
too
—AP Telemat Bertie McCormick • had
—AP Telemat
yet commissioned a major.
police station.
There should be no doubt that prompt
.1 pure human incidents
treatment is wiser than neglect. Lila
thrown in his bitter feud with
Called to service on the MexiDoan's l'ills. Doan's have been winning
' of Mainstreet . . . 4-H'ers Forsake Candies To
Guns'
new friends for more than forty years.
the Sun's fair-dealing Marshall can border, he leased a hacienda, 'Sticking To His
They have a nation-wide reputation.
't see a mother's lips Purchase War Stamps
D.S.O.
Britisher
Wins
Are recommended by grateful people tha
The
Field.
at
entertained
Tribune,
generals
gloating
parties.
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as she came in and
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France
a
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"shamed"
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t her boys picture be soft drinks, 170 boys and girls
enlistment in the Army, had member of General Pershing's outstanding story of heroism bethe front page . . . The attending the Big Sandy 4-H
headquarters staff. Later, he was hind recent awards is that of
blathered:
Wheat yields were doubled
old man with ragged club camp in Johnson county,
"The publicity given to In- for a while lieutenant colonel of
his Kentucky, bought $194.25 worth and barley yields trebled where
Second Lieut. Richard Lyne Jepproud12,` relating
gersoll as a draft dodger has Marshall Field's outfit, the 122nd son-Turner, 1st Battalion Rifle
vancement to corporal. of war stamps. This increased
farmers applied limestone and detracted attention from Mar- Artillery, then colonel of the
Brigade, who received the Disdidn't see the girl who their investment in war stamps
phosphate in Calloway county. shall Field as a slacker. Field is 61st Artillery. Before the end tinguished Service Order.
the
of
dozen copies
and bonds to $5,655.15, or an
wheat pro- of age to volunteer . . . The of the war he was sent back to
Jepson-Turner commanded two
'th her sweetheart's average of $33.25 each. The On untreated land
term to fit him and all hysterical the U. S. as commandant of Fort
acre; on
6-pounder guns during an atup
the
to
looked
bushels
12
duced
in it .. . He
same procedure is being followSheridan, near Chicago.
effeminates is coward."
tack on the evening of June 14.
tail caught in an open ed at other 4-H club camps in treated land 24 bushels. UntreatHigh point in the colonel's
The Sun, under strict orders
When all the crew of one of his
the
missed
and
gum
Kentucky. By the end of the ed land produced less than 12
from gentlemanly Owner Field military career was a Distingin Princeton's eyes.
year it is expected that every bushels of barley, and treated never to refer to his own or uished Service Medal awarded guns became casualties JepsonTurner loaded and fired the gun
SKEPTICS ARE like one Of the 45,000 club members land over 38 bushels.
Colonel McCormick's war record, him in 1923 (during the Harding
. Unable to understand in the state will own war stamps
The use of limestone and phos- refrained from replying in kind. administration), not for combat single-handed until his right
INSURANCE OF ALL
arm was shot off. He then conthat doesn't'happen to or bonds.
phate also improved pastures. But
Chicagoans, appalled at service but for -rare leadership" tinued to direct fire of the reey're people that ex
V. B. Gardner of Lynn Grove Colonel McCormick's loud bad . .. unusual executive ability .
KINDS
maining gun until it was put
w Princeton's help in the er at Paducah . . . A wildcat says 15 cattle are unable to eat
manners, were eager last week close supervision of training, dis- out of action.
his
scratching
man,
a
ide manpower couldn't killed
2 acres of redtop les- to recite the bare facts:
/
down 131
cipline and command .
During the engagement his
he rice from one Jap's eyes out after jumping into pedeza. John Walker of Kirksey,
W. C. Sparks
Field, now 48, enlisted as a
As a military expert Colonel
. . They'll wear their his wagon from a low hanging pastured barley and
crimson private in the 1st Illinois Cavalry McCormick had already inspired command scored direct hits on
at
tanks.
enemy
least six
n inches too short in tree branch near Princeton the clover last fall and winter, and in 1917, was transferred to the a classic cartoon character ("ColGlenn E. Farmer
get a cuff . . stand night of October 11, 1907 . . . this spring combined 29 bushels 122nd Field Artillery, 3rd Divi- onel M'Cosmic," in Colonel Frank added nothing to his reputation
edge of a bond rally Edwin Lamb is working hard of barley and 97 pounds of crim- sion, rose through the ranks to Knox's Chicago Daily News— in thus attacking the honor of
Sam Koltinsky
7.1 talk about the speak- and sincerely on Caldwell's Au- son clover seed to the acre.
a captaincy by war's end. In Times, March 16). Last week he
• -ckties . . . And holler gust Bond Campaign.
Farmers are cooperating with )
.;.:h to be heard from
SWIPED FROM CHATTER: the State College of Agriculture
• to Fredonia if their The man looked like he'd just and Home Economics and the
• left out of a birthday stepped from a cave and put Tennessee Valley Authority in
ite-up. What do small clothes on for the first time testing the value of superphosrters see? . . noth- in his life . . She took in his phate and limestone.
Princeton is An Ideal Trading Center . . . Because
you maybe, but every- bankroll with one dark-lashed
the people who sweat look . . . His mother drove a
Estimated production of aphurt to make others spike nail through his conscience proved seeds in Magoffin county
with a tackhammer glance of includes 40,000 pounds of vetch,
OF MAINSTREET: accusation . . . He drove his 15,000 pounds of crimson clover,
is,eager jo get into car as if each tire was a death and 20,000 pounds of rye grass.
... She's considering sentence if it burst . . . "Mom,
=
lgnal Corps for women. I'm sure that was his name
The Leader will appreciate
ize
suggestions._ and-eonstruetive
ma'y'- before- te-m-arriet.17"--.---.too sensible for that. Stonie Maxwell, son of Mr. and criticisms looking -toward imhis Mitchell never left Mrs. J B..)
provement of the paper.
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Calloway Wheat
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BIG ENOUGH

Your Government
Wants You To Keep Your Plumbing
And Heating In Good Running Order

==
==

==

==
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Th,e War Production Board recently issued an order,
P-84, which enables master plumbers to keep plumbing and heating in repair during the war.

e
410t.

The WPB is interested in conserving metal. The WPB
knows that it takes less metal to keep plumbing and
heating in good repair than if equipment is permitted
major replaceto deteriorate, thus perhaps making a
ment necessary.
save money by
You can cooperate with the WPB and
heating.
and
plumbing
conserving your
service.
Call us for prompt and efficient repair

•
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Coking for fame and
now. I got plenLy of
and strength from
g Pasteurized milk."

INCETON
EAMERY

Mitchell Bros.
Market Street
Phone 255-W

Heating Industries Bureau
Prepared by the Plumbing and
Contractors
for Plumbing and Heating

Phone 161
MW

Princeton, Ky.
Emergency Phone 255-J

==
==

To Serve its Trading Area Completely

SMALL ENOUGH

To Sell both Goods and Services at Lower Prices

need go farther than Princeton to find anything they need in the
normal course of their life.

It's a fact! Actual experience shows that average prices, item for
item, are LOWER in Princeton than in larger cities or in smaller
towns.

NEAR EN0115441
To Conserve Your Time, Gasoline and Tires
Why? Because towns like Princeton are big enough to do a
big VOLUME of business, yet small enough that OVERHEAD COSTS
are low.
For 99% of Caldwell county, and for sizeable portions of most
adjoining counties, Princeton is the NEAREST city big enough, yet
small enough, to offer all these advantages.
This space donated by The Leader to help promote Trade in Princeton Days, an event sponsored by the—

PRINCETON RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION
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Largest Army
Continued from Page One
Dixie Carter Patterson, James
Allen
William Tabor, Clinton
Davis, Cornelius Boyd, Arthur
Marvin Dearing, Floyd Campbell, Edwin Eugene Sisk, Earl
Darnell, Clifton Ellsworth Coleman, Richard Benjamin Thompson, Willie Thomas Duncan,
Richard Franklin Brown, Charles
Edward Lewis, Cecil Driskell Jr.,
William Edward Hereford, Calvin Field Peters, Dewey Preston Ladd, Jewell Donald Patterson, Kenneth Anthony Swatzell,
John Ishmal Kelley, James Garrett Kilgore, Edward Gill, WilYoung Tandy, Everett
liam
Eugene Peters, Willard Lee HenJohnson,
drix, James William
Orman Johnson Tosh, Alvin Nell
Peters, Benjamin Jordan Lane,
Grovey Thomas Hawkins, James
Larue Claxton, Joseph Isaac
Stromatt, Charlie Felker, Dewey
Jefferson Stallins, Charles WilMosley, Ernest Lowell
liam
Smith, Imon Angle Oldham,
Robert Lee Bryant, Otis George
Storms and
James
Franklin
Richardson.
The colored
Selectees are
Aynesworth Boyd, George Hollowell, Howard Hill, Charles Raymond Grooms, Clarence Gray,
Will Glover, Ilectro •Grooms,
Aaron HuIan Givens, James Robert Mimms, Glasco Clark, Harrison Crowe, Ottis Cook, Tiverton
Hollowell, John
O'Hara
and
Royce Whorton.

Livestock Market Rises
$O Cents Above Last Week
The

local

livestock

market

rose again this week fully 50
cents as 951 head were sold
at auction Monday, it was reported by Princeton Livestock
Company. Long fed steers sold
at $13-$14, short fed steers at
$12-$13, best spring lambs at
15, hogs at $13.30-$14.70 and
eals at $8.75-$14.20.

t

Executor's llotice
All persons
having
claims
against the estate of Mrs. Nanhie Glass, deceasigd, must present same to me properly proven
on or before September 30, 1942:
also all persons owing said
estate, please come forward and
settle same on or before said
date.
G. Homer Brown,
Executor

Executor's Sale
I will, on Monday, the 31st day
of August, 1942, at 10:00 A. M.
at the home of Mrs. Nannie
Glass, deceased, 4% miles south
-of Pringeton on the Eddyville
Highway proceed to sell to the
highest bidder the following personal property:
I mule, 3 Jersey cows, 1 brood
seme-6 shoat,,.............. Household and kitchen furniture.
G. Homer Brown,
Executor
'The Leader will appreciate
coostructive
suggestions
and
criticisms looking toward improvement of the paper.
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Better Watch

keeping pigs in a pen during May, June, July, August and September in the
city limits, and selling "soda
pop" in pool rooms.
Princetonians also were
also forbidden, and according to the unrevised pages
of the old book still are, to
engage in horse jockeying
except in a street running
from S. Jefferson through
Black Bottom . . . to roller
skate in the business district
. . . to leave a horse or mule
hitched to a wagon or buggy
and go away . . . to injure a
shade tree . . . or to leave
a dead dog, cat, horse or
chicken in the streets.
As for the automobile in that
dim day, and
unchanged
though high powered machines have made the laws
look silly, it was a heavy
fine to drive a car more than
10 miles and hour inside
Princeton. The law
was
headed "Fast Automobiling."
And those turning from
tireless autos now to horses
and buggies take heed: It's
a $25 fine to gallop a horse
more than six miles an hour
or drive a buggy in a race
on the streets of Princeton!

Mrs. Shelby Lane
Funeral services for
Mrs.
Shelby Lane, the former Miss
Philbertia Lisanby, who died
Wednesday, Aug. 12, were held
Friday afternoon at Adam B.
Cepa Funeral Home in Chicago.
The Rev. Rodolph Lane, father
of Mrs. Lane's husband, was in
charge. Burial was in Evergreen
Cemetery, near Chicago.
Mrs. Lane was 20 years old.
She- had lived in Chicago several
years- -and----wes- -a member of
Kedzie Avenue Methodist Church
joining when she was 15 years
old. She married Shelby Lane,
former
Butler
High
School
athlete and well known Princeton boy, December 20, 1941.
Besides her husband, she is
survived by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ross Lisanby, Chicago,
a brother and two sisters.

Mrs. D. D. Cayce
Mrs. Delbert D. Cayce, mother
of Kenneth and Gordon Cayce,
Hopkinsville merchants who are
well-known in Princeton, died
late Thursday after a long illness. Funeral services were at
the graveside Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Cayce is also the grandmother of Frank Cayce, former
Operator of Hopkinsville Sportshop and now navy officer.

POWER
FONTAINE

Tyrone

DARRYL F. ZAMUCK'S
productioa
;

Mrs. Mayme Curry* was the
guest of Mrs. S. T. Yeager in
Owensboro last week.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Morris and
son, Billy, returned to Detroit,
Mich., Monday after a visit here
with Mrs. Morris' parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Woodruff and
TONIGHT and FRIDAY
sister, Mrs. Leslie Patrnor. Mr.
Patmor and little son, Don,
returned to Detroit with them
for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Porter, Paducah, spent Sunday here with
relatives.
Darnell, A&P
Miss Mavis
store employe in Louisville,
spent last week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Darnell, Washington St.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Carter
REVIVAL MEETING
left Monday for Temple, Texas
The annual revival meeting of
where they are the guests of
the Lewistown Christian Church
their daughter, Mrs. Joe E.
begins August 24. The Rev. W. H.
Mann and Lieut. Mann.
Funderburk, Nortonville, will be
Miss LaRue Stone visited
the visiting evangelist. The pubfriends and relatives in Paducah
lic is cordially invited and the
Monday and Tuesday.
membership of the church is esMiss Anna Mary
DeMeyer,
pecially urged to attend.
Fulton, attended the wedding of
Miss Ann Stedman Leech here
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Harrison,
Mrs. Will Edd Martin, Marion, Bardwell, spent last weekend
underwent
an
appendectomy with their daughter, Mrs. Clyde
Twisdale, and Mr. Twisdale.
Tuesday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Kevil, LouisMrs. T. D. Clements,. Marion,
ville, is visiting friends and relais under treatment this week.
tives here this week.
Mr. Clarence Ledford, PrinceMrs. William Scott Ferrell,
Memphis, is visiting her mother,
ton, is much improved.
Mr. C. E. Lockhart, Fredonia, Mrs. W. D. Pruett and other
is much improved after treat- relatives here.
Miss Adelaide Ratliff returned
ment.
Mrs. Earl Green, Princeton, Monday after a two weeks' tour
submitted to an appendectomy through Illinois with the Methodist Youth Caravan.
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
Miss Betty Sue Pruett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy are spending several days this
"INCREDIBLE STRANGER" *. "OH, GENTLE SPRING"
Pruett, Princeton, submitted to week in Chicago.
Miss Clemma Joyce Keeney
Color Cartoon
M-G-M Novelty
an appendectomy Saturday
and Miss Nancy Hearne will arnight, and is improving.
MOVIETONE NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS
Mrs. Lindsay Glover, N. Jef- rive Saturday from New Smyrferson St., is under treatment na, Fla., where ,they have been
the guests of Miss Kenney's
this week.
SUNDAY & MONDAY
Mrs. Carter Oliver, Princeton, sister, Mrs. C. E. McCullough
and
Mr.
McCullough
Route 1, submitted to a major
the last
three weeks.
operation Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Brown
David and Charles Stallins,
Cartersville, underwent tonsilec- and family, Detroit, are visiting
relatives here.
tomies Monday.
Mrs. L. E. Woodall, Marion,
U. S. Citizenship
was dismissed Tuesday.
Mrs. Gordon Bright, W. Main Speeded For Soldiers
St., was dismissed Sunday after
Fort Mason, Calif. — Seven
a major operation.
American soldiers walked into
Mrs. Raymond Holland was
the superior courtroom in the
dismissed Sunday after treat- Hall
of Records at Martinez,
ment.
Contra Costa County.
Mr. Bill Moneymaker, Mexico,
They were a diversified group.
was dismissed Sunday after two
There was the Russian, with
week's treatment.
straw-colored hair and mustache
and pale blue eyes; there was
Fredonia Pastor Begins
the dark Venezuelan with shinRevival At Mexico Monday
ing black eyes and the . white
Rev. John B. Outland, Fre- smile. Between
these two were a
donia pastor, began a revival at Pole, a Yugoslav,
a Scot, a
Mexico Monday night. The Rev. French-Canadia
n -zinc!ai
ng-•••••,. •
IC"Ladd
-preside at the lishman.
services which will continue for
Ten minutes later they emergabout two weeks.
ed from the courtroom, no longer nationals of seven different
`Dady You've Been
countries, but citizens of the
A Mother To Me'
United States—thanks to
the
Durant, Okla. ()—At the new stripped-for-action naturaliJewell Rickerson game preserve zation process which the
governthere is a male pheasant which ment offers men in military
serinsists on setting on a nest of vice.
eggs, and a batam rooster which
It was done in one session,
passes his time mothering two without the usual first
papers,
baby quail.
second papers and long wait between. Their officers vouched
Billy Ray McLin and Jack for their characters
and good
DeLisle, both of Detroit, were standing, the men
answered the
the guests of the former's grand- necessary questions
before an
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Mc- examiner, signed the
necessary
Lin, last week. They returned forms and took
the oath of
home Monday morning.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
J. F. Graham, S. S. Supt.
"The church that welcomes
everyone."
Bible School, 9:45. Classes for
every age.
The Morning Worship, 10:55.
The Communion Service. The
Sermon by the pastor.
The evening service at this
U.S. Navy Rierrifieg Stalks
4
, Church will be a Union Service
Put OP* 114. • Opsa to 10#.0.
with the Rev. E. S. Denton
bringing the message. The public is urged to come.
"Let us guard our spirtual de(Continued from Page One)
fenses."
depot,
loafing around the
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Johnson k Camden, U. S.
Senator from Kentucky, 1914-17,
and a famous livestock breeder
of the Bluegrass region for two
generations, died at his Runnymede Farm home, near Lexington, Sunday. For many years
he was a member of the Kentucky Racing Commission and
three times its chairman.
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A Beauty Secret ofthe Screen Stars

City Ordinance
To all parties owning vacant lots, these must be
cleaned at once. All weeds must be cut.

Everett E. Jones
Chief of Police

Try your color harmony in powder,rouge and lipstick created
by Max Factor*Hollywood,to harmonize with the natural colorings of each type of blonde,brunette,brownette and redhead.
Max Factor's Face Powder $1.00 Max Factor's Rouge 500
Max Factor's Tru-Color Lipstick 111.00
Max Factor's Normalizing Cleansing Cream 55c

MAX FACTOR
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McKee Thompson, and brother,
H. A. Goodwin and family.
Miss Mildred Stephens, Detroit, is visiting her parents, Mr.
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J. E. Dean, Detroit, August 10,
in Napolin, Ohio.
Mrs. Dean is a graduate of
the Fredonia High School and
for the last three years has been
employed as operator for the
Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph System in Fredonia.
Mr. Dean is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Dean, Blackford.
He has accepted a position in
Evansville where the couple will
make their home.
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POWER•FONTAINE
DARRYL F. ZANUCCS
Produrf•on
to $I 00
l'Ortgon Perfume . $9 75
5475, $I 00
Toilet Water . $2 95,
57 00
''Par-Spun — Face Powder .
$1.00
Pressed Powder Vanity. ; L
$1 00
• •
Dotting Powder
... 50$
Tolc
; . . $700
Sachet .
. . $I 00
•
.
Salts
both

by 111111C KNIONT
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3 DAYS! STARTING

UNDAY, AUG. 30

Wood ilritg Co.

Engagement Announced
To John S. Mahan

Personals

Mademoiselle:
Dear Madame and
Mrs.
Mrs. Alice Lacy, and
ers,
Caroth
Alice
They
Our Buyers, Mrs.
returned from market.
y
recentl
have
hats.
Leigh Overshiner
custom-made frocks and
many
al
approv
bought for your
Harpers and
fashions as shown in
atures
numerous
Wicarso99,
popular tastes we carry
more
the
Vogue. However, for
Mademoiselle.
lines as shown in
stock. We cordto forty-four in our
nine
sizes
your
find
You will
merchandise before doing
our
t
inspec
ially invite you to
buying.
fall and winter
Exclusively yours,
WICARSON
Incorporated

r!

The

Page Six

Ky. Farm News

Financial Report of

Princeton City Schools
July 1, 1941 June
30, 1942.
Expenditure
American Book Co.__ $ 89.29
151.60
Beckley Cardy Co.
.<•••'•., • - •
36.00
National Book Co.
15.00
J. C. Ballard
1,004.40
Virginia Boston
1,004.40
Kendall Bryant
1.95
Ben Franklin Store
77.08
Press Blackburn
Burrough Adding Ma6.60
chine Co.
1.55
Sam Buchanan
254.50
Frank Blackburn
6.00
Rodney Beck
1,004.40
Mrs. Frank Craig_..
1,170.00
Cliff Cax_
Mrs. Charles Lowery
878.80
Beshears Lumber Co._
226.60
Baxter Northup Co
3.17
Ray Baker
56.36
Brulin Co. Oil
78.40
THE WAAC SALUTE-Capt. Joseph Sanders returns the salute give him by three WAACs when
Johnston Co.
52.15
they meet on the parade ground at Fort Des Moines, Ia. WAACs salute all officers. The
Joiner Hardware Co.__
106.31
women are (left to right) Louise Bruschi, Spokane, Wash.; Margaret Foster, Princeton, N. J.,
Utilities
Ky.
497.68
-AP Telemat
and June Mohrmann, Ferndale, Wash.
N. 0. Kirnbler
25.00
K Knox Co.
172.00
44.30
Dixie
500.00 R. C. Sleams Co
Chemical Co.__
Treasurer.
King Ins. Agcy.
12.81 Lester Stanley
25.00 D. T. Davis Co
213.00
I, J. W. Myers, do certify that
A. 0. Dodge
900.00
10.00 Eldred Hardware
39.31 the Princeton City Schools has
C. A. Pepper.
Mrs. Mattie Dudley___._ 657.00
N. E. Friler Co
Service
97.00
Health
Public
218.60
on deposit on June 30, 1942 at
Pamelia Gordon
992.90
304.80 First National B a n k,
Smith
Vye
the
First National Bank the sum
0Audie Green
925.20
1,016.20
Bethel Solomon
note & interest
7,002.12 of $1,217.77.
Thelma Harvil
896.40
1,022.40
Tom Stevenson
U. of Ky. test
Euen Farmer
147.36
10.10
J. W. Myers, Cashier,
Mrs. McKee Thomson
1,057.59
Interscholastic league
Federal Sanitation
157.00
13.48
First National Bank
Kathryn Whitnel
1,070.00
Young Lumber Co.
Gaylord Bros
.96
10.55
Subscribed and, sworn to beColored
School
CorporaWillis Music Co.
B. Granstaff
.92
2.00 fore me
a notary public in and
tion
862.50
Whitney Transfer Co..._
62.01
Graham Paper Co.
53.79
for the County and State aforePortable
Cable
Co
142.56
Wright Machine Co._
480.55
Gene Bros.
32.40
said by Hobart McGough and J.
Roy Parish
600.33 I.
W. M. Welch Co.
197.06
Goodman Co
99.70 W. Myers
this the 11th day of
Princeton
Lumber
Co._
338.41
Webster Publishing Co._
B. W. Giannini
85.19
50.00 August,
1942.
Publishers Guild
60.00 Gulf
H. A. Wilson Co.
Refining Co.
3.00
29.34
Dixie Lois Jacob,
Progressive Farmer
2.00 I C. R.
C. A. Woodall
3.25
R.
1.76
Notary Public
Puritan
Chemical
Co._
67.42 Hunts
World Book Co
17.50
Equipment Co._.
36.49
Caldwell County, Ky.
W.
W.
Pilaut
270.00
Walden Inc
262.45
Hammonds Stephens Co.
17.38
My commission expires, May
Mrs. J. P. Wylie
659.20 Hobson
J. D. Williams
10.00
Press
2.00 24, 1946.
N. E. Fralick
600.00
Chas. J. White
58.68
Hollowells'
2.70
Alvin Brandon
296.00 Harpers Bros
W. Ky. Gas Co.
87.96
3.00
Goiter is a serious health
Barney P'Pool
900.00 Willie Hunter
Williams Service Sta.__
13.86
6.00 problem, related to
the lack of
Henry
Petter
Co
625.00
John C. Winston
A. Mays & Co
104.09
53.30 iodine in the water
M. S. Quisenberry
and soil, in
.90
Virginia Hodge
1,004.40
Receipts
the territory surrounding the
Remington Rand
62.15
C. A. Horn
2,040.00
$17,614.90 Great Lakes and parts of the
E. R. Robertson
10.52 Per Capita
Everett Howton
2,700.00
Vocational
2,493.61 Rocky Mountains.
Substitute
work
,__
567.50
John Sims
1,170.00
Property
Canada's exports to the United
23,752.61
Ruby Lumber Co
150.00
Ideadows Pub. Co.
3.50
Bank Shares
833.83 States in 1941 were valued at
R.
R.
Express
6.74
Howard McConnell
986.87
6,587.68 $600,000,000.
Chas. Tandy
108.13 Franchise
A. C. McClurg Co.
192.47
Poll
915.64
Mrs.
G.
B.
Terry
8.73
National Literary League 145.95
Everybody reads the Leader.
1,054.80
W. R. Crutchfield
517.44 Tuition
L V. Overby
1.15
Insurance Adjustments
Edyth
356.12
Greenlee
807.40
S. Ostergard
1.50
3,521.06
Lula Hampton
477.00 For Special Classes
Joe Morrison
7.50
Borrowed
Lula Grinter
6,000.00
557.00
Steel Equipment Co._
692.15
China Lou Jones
803.00
Mortice & Murray Co.__
12.29
_$63,165.25
L. W. Johnson
1,128.00 TOTAL
Mrs. Edwin Jacobs
878.40
EXPENDED
61,947.48
Juanita
McNary
707.40
Elouise
1,004.40
Henrietta Braddy
11.90
Mrs. Henry Lester
896.40
$ 1,217.77
Central Glass Co.
36.64 BALANCE
Bonnie Middleton
367.80
Mrs. Juanita Mulkins_ 847.80 Collegiate Cap and Gown
Co.
176.82
Sinking Fund Statement
Morton Book Co.
1.00
S. D. Chambliss
r
6.00 Balance on hand July 1,
Merchants Service
11.99
K.
R.
Cummins
1941
80.00
Mitchell Bros.•
$ 116.24
1.75
Co. Health Dept
200.00 Property tax
Marvil Window Cleaners
4,339.55
14.40
Costing/01 Ergs,s_
'9-44 Expended-4484.90
City of Princeton
220.52 Balance June 30, 19421(
Louisville. Chemical Co.
20.89
20.00
Central School Supply
Laurel Book Co.
54.56
Co.
543.28
I, Hobart McGough, Treasurer
Leader
33.50
Curdy Bettony Co
18.50 of the Princeton City Board of
Lowe & Campbell
10.29
Jess Chambliss
4.00 Education certify that the above
Library of Congress
11.00
Times
20.00 is the amounts received and
Lyon & Harley
41.95
Carl Fisher
5.75 disbursed leaving a balance of
B. N. Lusby
566.90
Domestic Science Dept. 349.78 $1,217.77 on June 30, 1942.
IaNyave & Son
6.10
Elizabeth Stephens
597.60
Telephone Co.
Hobart McGough,
112.21
State Contestants
175.00
Stevens Chevrolet Garage 191.52
Shacks Book Co.
6.14
J. B. Shrewsbury
932.00
Beulah Mullins
1,017.80
Eliza Nall
896.40
Olive Seaton
1,004.40
Alice Sharpe
1.031.80
Chester Sisk
1,299.60
ip
t
Southern Agriculturist
2.00
Singer Sewing Machine
Company
104.10
Service Ins. Agcy.
866.37

,•

••

Comfort

Convenience

I

Complete Service

And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
Insurance
Fire and Auto
gapital Stock

Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.

Princeton, K.
Phone 25
110 S. Jefferson St.

When a Child Needs
a Laxative I
Your child should like this tasty
liquid laxative and you should like
the gentle way it usually wakes up
a youngster's lazy intestines when
even by the simple directions.
SYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT
rontains the same principal ingreeiient which has enabled its older
brother BLACK-DRAUGHT to give
so many users such satisfying relief for so many years!
Perhaps that's why it usually
gives a child such refreshing relief
when the familiar symptoms indicate a laxative is needed.
SYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT
wanes in 2 sizes. The introductory
the is 25c; the economy size is 60c.

reva.a.,

THE

; KENTUCKY'
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will eonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.

Invest In America I
Buy Another
War Bond Now I

August 20, 1942

Thursday, August 20

Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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A new
machine being
building
center yang
And Snakes Dispelled
bombers sim
ultaneous y
Snakes can't suck cows, deforms 87 operaw,
1.
clare experts at the Kentucky erly were
lilt
done by
ha
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. Their mouths just
won't do the trick. In most instances the cow probably is with
Iron, CaiCIUM,V
sucking hedself. Another myth
EN,
Is that killing frogs causes cows
nte r,f ten nopyl,
to give bloody milk or to go f.,.I
,
Lig% Oftrua Tuak
dry. There is no connection beFor sales at all good
tween a frog and a cow.
j
.?.verywhere
p.
Wood
Drug.
After food preservation demonFarm Myth About Frogs

J. A. Sydnor of Graves county combined 333 pounds of crimson clover seed to the acre from
nine acres, and had 2,700 pounds
after recleaning. Fourteen sows
had run in the field from the
middle of September to the middle of April and 5 cattle had
been in the field 10 days.
Spohn Eubank of Mud Lick,
Moneoe county, has 2.2 acres
of tobacco that was 30 inches
high by July 1. On the field he
spread 2,000 pounds of sup- strations, several Nelson county
erphosphate and followed with farm women dried corn for the
400 pounds of complete ferti- first time.
lizer in the row. He also used
20 loads of manure. He expects
Most of Costa Rica's populaa yield of 2,000 pounds to the tion is of Spanish descent, many
acre.
of pure Spanish blood.
Tobacco consumption continues
to forge ahead, says the markets
Oscar Stephens' crop of four
cli partment of the Kentucky Ex- acres was the first wheat grown
periment Station. During the 11 in McCreary county in years.
a
months, July 1, 1941, to June 1,
1942, cigarette consumption inappreciate
The Leader will
creased 15 percent; cigars, 7 per- constructive
suggestions
and
over
percent,
cent, and snuff, 8
criticisms looking toward imthe corresponding period a year improvement of the paper.
earlier.
Among "new" vegetables
grown by members of homemakers' clubs in McLean county are Chive cabbage, Bibb
lettuce and Brussel Sprouts. The
cool, late spring,. followed by
rains, produced the best gardens
Years Of Distress Had Her
seen in the county in years.
Living On Soft Foods And
A display of rugs made by
Suffering . Every
I) a y,
members of homemakers' clubs
States Mrs. Jones. Tells Of
in Mason county attracted wide
Her Case.
attention. Sixty rugs were made
Declaring that the famous
in three clubs. Neighborhood
reading groups have been form- herbal stomach and Vitamin B-1
ed in the county for the ex- medicine, Retonga, relieved her
of many years of distress and
change of books.
Members of homemakers' clubs enabled her to regain ten pounds
in Hart county report making Mrs. Mollie Jones, 102 W. 20th
at home a total of 673 pounds of St., Corbin, Ky., wife of Rev.
toilet soap, 2,712 ounces of hand F. M. Jones, prominent Baptist
lotion and 272 ounces of tooth minister, states:
powder. One woman reported
"I was a sufferer from burning, gassy indigestion for years
making 120 pounds of soap.
J. L. Laferty of Floyd county and finally I got to where I
obtained $70 worth of orchard lived on a few soft foods. For
grass seed from one acre. Thresh- months I had not been able to
ing was done by piling the hay eat breakfast, and the little I
on a tarpaulin and beating it ate at other times just seemed
with a hickory stick.
to sour and turn to gas that
nearly cut off my breath. For
The Leader leads in its field many years also I had to re-

Old? Get Pep
were,FN .,-•

DEPENDABLE
INSURA Nc
In Standard Old Line
panies . . Safety for
Property and Peace ct
for Yourself.

John E. Young,

CARGO PLANES ON PROD
boxcars, these gian
ard railroad
pla
Douglas aircraft company
announcement by the cump
ved
Nations.
fronts of the United

Phone 25
Princeton, Ey,

MINISTER'S WIFE GAIN
10 POUNDS ON REM
suit tii
eines. I

purgative

felt weak, nervous,
rundown; and practically
morning that came I had i
zy, swimming headache
ten forced me to go back to
"Retonga promptly gave
more worth while relief
everything else I ever
My appetite returned, rig
agrees with me, arid I
gained ten pounds. I sleep
and I don't feel full of
poisons like I did. I feel
than in years, and I feel
dent that a few more bo
Retonga will entirely
me."
Scores of ministers and
wives have publicly gins
tonga their gratefull praise
cept no substitute. Retonga
be obtained at Dawson's
Store.-Adv.
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• 4 gr4
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DESTROYS NAVY DORMIY0
and Washington state authoritk
cal dormitory project for navy y
-vear-old occupant of another a

nymeers I urn

w

ANDA(Olit,

OLKS: As we mark our Company's thirtieth birtlery-this week
we like to think of the amazing list of comforts, conveniences
and health safeguards that electricity has brought to millions of
American people in the last three decades. And frankly we're proud
of the part our organization has had in bringing these advantages
to thousands of Kentucky families.

F

REMEMBER WHEN?-In August, 19124 practically all domestic customers used electricity for
lighting only. Still years in the future were
electric refrigerators, ranges, vacaum cleaners,
washing machines, flatirons, food-mixers, water
beaters, heating pads, docks, radios, etc.
Each city and town was supplied from a local
power house. Smaller communities had only
duck-to-dawn service. On moonlight nights there
were no street lights. If equipment broke down
the service was off indefinitely.
EXPANDING SERVICE-Our Company began
with service to sight towns. Today we supply
448 communities (including 218 that never before had service) from several large power
plants Interconnected by more than 2,500 miles
of transmission lines. We started with 2,045
customers. Today we have 121,496-including
24 R.E.A. Co-operatives, and 4 lines to T.V.A.
MUCH LOWER RATES-Customers paid from
15 to 20 cents a kilowatt hour for electricity in
1912. Today our average domestic service rate
1
Is 3.9 cents. In other words, kilowatts cost
about
500% more then and they weren't very dependable. Our 1912 annual payroll for 56 era-

ployes was $41,065. For the fiscal year enc14
June 30, 1942, it was $2,072,973 for some 1,200
employes. Our tax expense in 1912 was $7,170.
's3cce1
Last year it was $2,509,867. Our fret year's
bill was $42,283. Lase year it was diver $
-and we paid out nearly $3,000,000 for '
cthet
materials and expenses.

YOUR NEIGHBORS-Our

Company IS et

crated, owned and controlled largely by soil
neighbors sad
town Kentuckfans-your fends,
lodge brothers. It's been our steady aim to gin
you better service at lower cost escry year.
Steel
like to feel that we do our share for the
every
104
of
welfare
progress and for the civic
whelp ut
we serve. Right now, we're working
the war. After victory, we'll offer you Oa
comfortseand conveniences through electric Per'
vice than

aver-modern

living at its best.

* *
States under a trOni
United
Only in the
engago
bf free enterprise, where man oan
bussmil
this
a business of his choosing and
growl'',
the
wish
has the freedom to grow
services.aho
needs of the people, can all the
conveniences you now enjoy he made pool*
This American system is worth fightisi 146
*

By Chandler Diehl
Wide World Features
lboa, Canal Zone-Over an
fully half the size of the
ental United States-rangfrom steamy jungle-land to
mountains, Army enginetoday are rushing to cornn new and greater defenses
e vital Panama Canal.
fly thousands of Army enrs and civilian crewmen red from all three Americas
doing an immense jobg 10-hour shifts seven
a week-but because most
e task consists of constructemplacements for military
Is at various and
wided military secret locations,
all extent of this job must
n impublicized for the pre-
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11160 PLANES ON PRODUCTION LI '.E—With cargo capacities equal to those of
boxcars, these giant four-motor _el C-54 transports are in full-scale production at
',inroad
.1
uglas aircraft company plant at Santa Monica, Calif. Planes of this type, said an army-i announcement by the company, already are engaged in conveying men and materials to
----AP Telemat
ionts'of the .United Nations.
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Federal Hospital
To Be Expanded
Work To Cost $2,000,000 On Institution
Near Danville

DEPENDAR
N S ti R A Ne
Standard Old Line
Safety.
let
for
petty and
Peace of
Yourself.

13,19 Seven

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

the
Danville.—Expansion in
amount of approximately $2,000,000 for the Darnall General hospital near here has been approved by the War Department, it
was learned. The information
was contained, in a telegram
from Senator Alben W. Barkley
to Col. Vernon Richardson. The
appropriation is the largest to
date for the hospital which the
War Department leased from
the state of Kentucky in July,
1941.
It was learned from reliable
sources that the new extensions
would consist of about 14 new
buildings. No other information
concerning the program could
be obtained other than that none
of the buildings would be attached to the main structure.
The work will be under supervision of the Cincinati office
of the U. S. Army Engineers.
swimming party.
• But most cif these hrfrdy, resourceful men of the engineer
corps become more hardy, more
resourceful working on this
frontier.
Ray Gunn, "sat-skinner" from
Texas, proved his mettle when
his bulldozer, uprooting a jungle
tree, sent a bushmaster angrily
flopping on him from the quivering branches overhead. Gunn
grabbed a machete that had been
given him and beat the poisonous
reptile to the knockout blow.
Frontier "delicacies" have been
added to the frontier menus.
Superintendent Tom Garey of
Washington, D. C., shot an 800pound tapir, and there were
steaks for all. Another party
headed by John J. Hoehl, civil
engineer from Chicago, fashioned
a harpoon from a large rat-tail
file and nabbed several large
lobsters for soups and stews.
And the important military
construction goes on—with many
projects completed ahead of already drastically shortened schedules

trllei

AIRY FAIRY FLOUR

FREE

MALE PAIN

DIA E.

PINKHAM'S nerimuj

at your
Grocers
with

1010101M WHO EXPECTS THE FINEST.....'

The Jonker diamond, whicit
county expects his hybrid corn
to yield 60 percent more than weighed 726 carats and was
worth $1,000,000 in the rough,
his common corn.
Directors of the Lincoln Coun- was cut into 12 perfect gems agThorne's wheat produced more
than twice as much as some oth- ty Sorghum Growers' Associa- gregating 358 carats and valued
tion expect to have 6,000 gallons at more than $2,000,000.
er kinds in Jefferson county.
Hybrid corn withstood heavy of molasses to sell.
winds in Allen county, while
The Portuguese colony of Moother corns were blown flat to
Not everyboay in Caldwell zambique, in Africa, is equal to
the ground.
county subscribes to The Leader the combined areas of Texas and
July egg production in Jack- but nearly everybody reads it! Louisiana.
son county is considered the
highest on record for that
month.
E. H. Thrasher and J. P. Smith
farmers,
county
Cumberland
have purchased registered Angus
Why not buy your next winter's supply of coal RIGHT
bulls.
NOW? Help UNCLE SAM . . . avoid transportation conThe Army probably will get
next fall. If you need extra cash to purchase coal
gestion
most of the U. S. No. 1 potatoes
or other needs, see us TODAY.
produced in Jefferson county.

County Agents
Among The

Cad!.FOR(OA Now

W. F. Moody of Madison county reports cutting four tons of
alfalfa hay at the first two cuttings.
It is estimated that 20 percent
of the burley tobacco in Ballard
county was cut in July.
John M. Kelley of Carlisle

Phone
470

1061/2 Market St.
Princeton, Ky.

Maurice French
Manager

Interstate Enance
tOR POP AT ION of KY.INCORPORATED
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Lovely glasses sparkling with a
crystal clearness...smartly modex•
ern design all their own ...
) HUGH
pensive simplicity correct for any
occasion...just the kind of grand
BLACKBURN
glasses you'll be thrilled to own?
"Shield Man"
You'll enjoy their added beauty
just
Phone 682
to the charm of your table
goodPrinceton, Ky.
as you'll enjoy the added
to
ness of Airy Fairy Flour
meals.
delicious
o Relieve MONTHLYM
famous
For Airy Fairy Flour is
fluffy
3
.
BRAIXE
for crisp flaky pie-crust and
delightful
textured cakes; for
and
buns end rolls — so light
7 sa whn gutter pain of irregular
,
biscuits
ns ts',1, cranky
tempting; for bread and
Innen—
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and
rnn,.'toni disturband cookies— light, golden
with
la E. Pink. s Vegetable Compound
glorious that melt away
to Pisuch distress. Made
goodness.
especially
',omen. f,nlow label directions.
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A GIFT TO YOU OF CRYSTAL CLEAR

Lisbon
JAPS CALL THIS U. S. SURRENDER—This picture, received in New York by way of
of the
and London, is described by Japanese sources as showing "The bearded, weary heroes
to
epic defense of Corregidor, rock fortress of Mani la Bay in the Philippines, being marched away
Telemat
—AP
the capitulation.".
after
. captivity
. ..
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AUGUST
SALE OF

L
BLANKFTS

4=10.
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MM.
.MMO.
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you
This is the most advantageous time to buy BLANKETS for cold weather ahead Because
save generously on our
and may not have the opportunity for the
duration to purchase this blanket.

Trade Spu
Deposit and 25e Weekly
25e will hold any Blanket

= '1

•

66 x 76 pure Cotton

79c each

70x80-5% Wool.
2 in Sateen Binding
/
Full 41

Friday

$3.95 pr.

Saturday Only

Regular $2.95-5% Wool

66x80 Cedar Lane $114
DOUBLE

95

Blankets
Limit, 2 to a customer . ..

None sold to dealers . . .
Plaids in Blue, Pink, Green
and Lavendar!

Pair

E
OR
ST
IR
FA
S
EL
NK
FI
%Where Your- ..Have More Cents"
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Those Victory Gardeners
Army To Start
Calling Men Here
With Dependents

Sept. 19 Set As Caldwell Soldiers Of 1917
Deadline To Get See Sons Leave For War
Canning Sugar

to help out
in
will be hired clasitoots
if found,
The grades,
taught N6
women, are
with teachers Letter -1
than the
school and
board inemben
dicated they
anticipant
trouble in filling
the el
berths.
It was
thought for a
Butler would
have its
Jim
since 1924
without a
team but when
Mr cox
ed the
mentor's job, jt
decided the grid
scheduk
be played as
usual, Ana
fewer games
perhaps.
A lighter
schedule is e
due to
abandonment of
at Providence
and Da
Springs and
several other
in the
conference whirl(
without coaches.

Wilcox, Leonard Hankins, Boston Alexander, Ben Frank Copeland, Ernest Childress,
Hugh
Thompson, Everett M. Stevens,
Many Of 50 Notified
Housewives Who Have
Rene McConnell, Thomas Henry
For Examinations Were
Not Asked For PerDavis, Calvin Jackson, Dewitt
Originally In 3-A;
T. Hays, William Luther Morse,
mits Must Act WithLuke Ray, Eli Broadus Kenady,
1-A's Exhausted
in Month
John Starks, Chester
George
Following announcement TuesHousewives here and in the
English, Archie Lane, Jerry
day by a representative of Gen.
county who have not applied for
Canada, Clelie Gray, Terry WilLewis B. Hershey, head of the
son, Dorris Vanderson, Roy Concanning sugar must do so befdre
National Selective Service Board,
way, Will H. Pettit, Leslie ParSeptember 19, if they expect to
that the "reservoir of 1-A men
rish, Luther Hankins, Thomas
get their allotments, the CaldJackson McCargo, Sammie Ray
is practically exhausted and a
well Rationing Board warned
Wharton, Howard
McGregor,
Tuesday.
general draft of married men
John Duke Rodgers, Sam ShanAuthorities have decided Sepunder 46 and 1-B's will be unnon, Elmer
Oldham, Harr,:
tember 19 ends the Caldwell
derway soon," 50 more CaldBrown Dalton, Luthev Owen R.
canning season and certificates
well county men were notified
Glass, Willie Oxley Quirey, RobThe Leader leads in •
to appear for preliminary Army
will not be issued after that
ert Gayle Pettit, Luther Barnes, _ .
examinations Wednesday.
time. Most canners already have
H. L. Towery, Charles Hicks.
Many of the men called came
applied for sugar and many have
David E. Tudor, Ridley Hollins,
from the former 3-A class. Sevfinished their annual food storArchie P. Alexander, Robert FOR
eral are married and most of
age but some peach and apple
SALE: House d
Coleman and Albert Shelby.
them have dependents.
canners have not made applicaDawson Springs with
and water. See
The Caldwell board notified
tions.
Mrs
Hawkins, Eli St.
25 to appear August 26, the reCertificates are good 60 days
near
school
building.
Marshall P. Eldred, left, and Mark Wheeler, pose during a after date of application. And
mainder two days later. Men
SALESMAN
passing the examination will be rest period while working Victory Garden plot behind the form- several persons who applied for
w
Nvi
nk
ieriigiet
(Continued from
f7:t
One)
sent to Evansville in September er's residence. Marshall Polk Eldred, Jr., is -the third figure in permits in Jtine still have not
quired,
said.
he
ofwanted80ofamilies
the group, apparently somewhat reluctantly lending himself to called at the local office for
for induction'.
Rawleigh's, Dept. KYR.
The parade of resignations
Those to appear August 26 are: the picture. The Leader is pleased to furnish this visible evidence their certificates.
Caldwell Farmers Will started
Freeport, Ill.
before the war when
that
the
two
gardene
rs
shown
really
know what a hoe feels like
Rufus Lee Boaz, Hubert HampThere has been another change
Cut 100 Acres Of
James Shr e wsbur y, electro- WANTED: 10 pounds di,
ton Piercy, Veldon Chambliss, and regrets it cannot testify about the garden's products.
in sugar buying procedure arid
ton rags. Leader Office
science teacher, joined the Naval
Plants
War-Vital
Charles Edward George, Eugene
stamp No. 8 will be good for
Corps.
Air
He
was
followe
by
FOR
d
RENT: Furnished
96-Year-Old Law
Babb, Orbie Lee Sullivan, Roy
purchase of five pounds at any
Caldwell farmers are expectcoolis and
John Sims, head coach, who
wa
Baker, Gilbert Ray Neighbors,
one time btween August 23 and ed to start harvesting about 100
Firm Quits Practice;
Miss
Ivy Conway,
joined the Navy as lieutenant
Randall Robert Beavers, William
October 31, authorities said.
•rison
•street.
PhoneceNo11
acres of war-vital hemp, grown junior grade; Tom Stevenson,
Last Member In Army
13
Ralph Hollowell, Alfred RanThis is the longest period yet
FOR SALE: Choice
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time,
for
the
first
the
in
basketba
ll
coach
accepte
who
d
Associat
(By
Press)
ed
dolph Dunning, Mitchell Jessie
assigned to a stamp but it does
yearling
Southdown
Auditor's Report
Madisonville.—One of Ken- not alter the original allowance, the last of September, J. F. a job at Madisonville; Bonnie
Brown, John Preston Dorr, Wilraised by J. M. Dean,
Graham, county agent, said Middleton, physical
educati
on
liam Henry McElroy Jr., Cordis
Deanhill Farm, No
tucky's most prominent law firms which is a half-pound a week.
Shows Business Well
Tuesday.
teacher who became ill and gave
Fredonia exchange.
Rufus Cranor, Marvin HiIlyard,
OPA said five pounds will be
closed
its
doors
this
week-en
d
Handled Last Year
The Caldwell hemp crop looks up teaching; Pat Boston, English
Richard Thomas Hodges, Albert
sold at once to facilitate disFOR SALE: 1 house trails,
good although farmers are tak- teacher who was married; Mrs.
Officials of Caldwell county after 96 years of law practice posal of sugar packed in
Anderson,
tires, would make godl
Thomas
Jefferson
five, ing their first flings at growing
Mattie Dudley, who retired at
wagon; 1 1935 model
Galloway, Mack Ephrone, Moody complied strictly with provisions when Clifton Waddill left for 10 and 25 pound packages before
mouth coach, fair tires
it, he said, and a fair production the end of last season, and Miss
Ross Givens, Urey Lyman Morse, of the uniform
Fort
Benjami
Harrison
n
rationin
,
Ind.,
g
became necessary.
budget system
stoves, furniture and
is expected. Farmers are being Olive Seaton, who resigned
L. C. Hazzard, George Raymond
to
Stamps 6 and 7 are each good
of all kinds. J. F. Mors,a
during the Fiscal Year ending to be inducted into the Army.
advised
how
to
care
for
the
accept
a place at Louisville.
Oliver, Jessie Charles Eison,
for purchase of two pounds of
For
the
first
time
since
FOR
hemp
SALE: Livestock, 100
Nofrom
June 30, an auditor's report from
planting time to
A new music teacher, Miss
Corbie White.
sugar until midnight, August 22.
black-faced native
vember 3, 1846, when Otway
harvest,
Frankfo
Mr.
Graham
rt
showed
said.
They
Wednesd
ay.
Rebecca
Jones, and Kendall BryThose to be examined AuNumber 7 is for a bonus of two
ewes. 50 large yearlings,
are sent booklets and letters ant are expected to
were Waddill was admitted to the pounds.
gust 28 are: Gayle Blalock, Hol- All operating expenses
handle the
ance 2 to 4 years old.
regularly on how to attend the music department;
good jersey heifers,
lis Thorington Scott, Lucian Der- budgeted and the fund was re- Hopkins county bar, no member
Cliff
Cox,
asIndustrial
and
instituti
onal growing plants.
jersey cow with calf 3
sistant football coach last year,
mott Wadlington, Herschel Gaith- duced $806.50 as a result of of the famify is praccicing the sugar users may apply
for their
old, one 16-mo.-old Bek
About
52
farmers
are
growing
has
taken
er, Robert Pipkin Parker, Free- the operation.
Mr. Sims' place and
profession.
September and October sugar the
gus Bull, one 15- mcalk
100
Caldwel
acres.
l
had
Hemp
$126,500
has become others will assume more work
in Road
land Douglas Pruett, James WarDuroc Boar (doable
between August 8-September 5. importa
nt since the war started to take care of
Both Bull and Br are
ren Catlett, James Barrett Jor- and Bridge Bonds and $30,vacancies in othand upon Kentucky farmers now er
breeders. G. E. Jones,
dan, Ernest Ralph Storms, Hom- 000 in Road and Bridge Refunddepartments. No electrorests responsibility for produc- science
Infantile Paralysis
er Woodrow Ethridge, Robert ing Bonds outstanding June 30.
teacher or
basketball FOR SALE-80 good stod
ing most of the seed to grow coach
A total of $15,000 worth of
3 to 6 years old. hal
Stevens Oliver, Otis Sheridan,
Declining In State
will be employed this year
future
the
sell. Allen Williams
bonds bear interest of 41
crops.
/
2
James Blanton Childress, Herbut an assistant football coach
(By Associated Press)
3712,
Eddyville, Route
bert Cook, Newton Tracy Ward, percent and the remaining $141,Louisville.—Infantile paralysis
Mile Race For 3-YearLindol Connie Sigler, William 500, five percent. Revenue of
is "definitely on the decline" in
David McGowan, Sidney John- sinking fund, based on the curOlds Scheduled For
Kentucky since no new cases
rent
levy
distribution and realison Prowell, Willis Finnis Johnhave been reported since August
Saturday
son, Omer Pidcock, Carl William ration on present assessment,
1, Dr. Fred W. Caudill, director
accordin
The
g
next
feature
to
race
the
at Dade
report, will be
Heaton, Coy Orena Davis, Delof the bureau of communicable
approximately $45,000 short of Park is carded for Saturday,
bert Edward Tosh, Glendle
diseases, state board of health,
Sut- bond
Aug.
22.
It
is
require
the
Governo
ments
r's
for 1945 and
ton.
said Friday.
1947.
Handicap, and is for 3-year-olds
National cheese week is here; all
Red Front Stores are featuring cheesei
Seventy-nine cases of the disThe reporting auditor recnm- and upward at a mile for a purse
all kinds, plenty of it, excellent
40 Attend Frank Wood
ease
quality, reasonable price, very nutritious, 14
and six deaths from it have
mended that, "in view of this of $1,500. Gov. ,Keen Johnson
many ways. More for your money
tall the time.
deficiency and the 5 percent has been invited to present the been reported in the state this
Presbyterian Bible
year,
Dr.
Caudill said. The avrate of interest being 'paid
trophy.
acrss Picnic Thursday
on
erage ,age of children afflicted =
bonds maturing in those
Governors of three
▪ KRAFT CHEESE—American,
other
years,
Cream, Brick,
About 40 members of the Cenwas five years.
SALAD BOWL SALAD DRESSING
Fiscal Court should
states,
F.
H.
Schricke
r, Indiana;
Velveeta, Velveeta Pimento—
continue,
tral Presbyterian Church and
with cooperation of local
makes everything good
qt. In Ll
finance Dwight H. Green, Illinois, and Princet
enjoy it at this low price
Frank G. Wood Bible Class, aton Baseball Team
officer, with refunding
opera- Prentice Cooper, Tennessee, have Loses
tended a picnic on the Western tions
To Fredonia, 3-2
before it is necessary to been invited to attend the GovHorn
Kentucky Sub-Experiment StaThe Pyinceton Regulars could
default these maturities.
ernor's Day program as guests of
No.
l T:can 111(
tion grounds Thursday night.
Lon
:
not
solve
bulk
Louie
Perryma
the Dade Park Jockey Club.
n's
lb. 21(
Food was prepared and served
pitching
Sunday at Fredonia and
Volunteer For Duty
Another annual feature race
by Mrs. Frank Wood, Mrs. Roy
Mayfair
is the A. B. Dade Memorial Han- dropped a 3 to 2 decision to a
George
Lowey,
43,
and
Winfred
Willingham, Mrs. John McLin
Highland Sandwich lb. 151
smooth
Iced
working Fredonia nine.
dicap scheduled for Saturday,
lb. 15(
Litchfield, 21, volunteered
for
and Mrs. John Bonner Maxwell.
Perryma
n,
pitching
the
Aug.
29.
route,
the Army under Selective
SerPresent included Shell R. Smith,
large rc
struck out 13 men. The two
LITE FLAKE FLOUR—
lb. NI
vice Monday. They took
screen- sent in September, Dr. W. L. teams will
the Rev. McKee Thompson, the
play
at
Princeto
8-oz
n
splendid
sack
OA
ing examinations and will
family flour
be Cash said.
Rev. John Fox, Leonard Groom.
Baseball park Sunday, Aug. 22.
J. B. Groom, Henry Sevison, G.
large
No. 2 lilt
M. Pedley, Dr. Godfred ChildNo.214
Alice
fin IA
can
ress, Frank Shattuck, L. G. Cox,
Roy Willingham, John McLin,
Camay
Ted Gray, Charlie Elder, L. C.
Island
Toilet
cake
Lisman, Hubert Young, John
Palm
cake
Mahan, Edwin Lamb, K. P. Hobbox.
lb.
good, John Bonner Maxwell,
canl
cti
Scott County Garden R2un
large
Frank Wood, Bill Powell, W. H.
Early June
Woodruff and several who failed
medium package
10c
10, register.
large package
24c
Quart Mason
For the convenience and protection of those who do not have
jumbo package
a
63c
Everybody reads the Leader.
(lids, rubbers extra) dot
In August 1917, when war
clouds over Europe spilled out
the first world-war conflict, 51
of
Caldwell countians, many
whom will see this month, 25
years later their, sons leave,
were inducted into the Army
from Princeton.
They left after a hectic morning when two failed to show up
as ordered. Trip was made by
train and, as now, the date was
not announced by the Twice-AWeek Leader.
back.
Most of them came
None was killed in action, though
many saw service on shell-torn
battlefields.
Those who left with hearts set
on "tearing the Kaiser to pieces"
were Adam Gilespie Adams,
Burnie Richard Woodall, William Edward Baird, John Randolph Brown, Noah James Lamb,
Jesse Harrison Meyers, George
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Hemp Harvest Due Butler High May
late Next Month

County Complies
With Budget Law

Dade Park Plans
Governor's Day
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GOOD NEWS
2

Pie Peaches...
Cookies

Cheese
Cookies
Puffed Wheat Gr.:.3
Red Beans
Soap
Soda Crackers lL
Oxydol

PROTECT

Your Savings Bonds

Lj

lock-box in our fire and burglar proof vault, we have established
a

yam

5
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Savings Bond Safe Keeping Department
and for a small fee will safely keep your bonds for you!
$25, $50, $100
$500 and $1,000
Over $1,000

10¢ per bond per year
15¢ per bond per year
25¢ per bond per year

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK
frt

Tit,
10 tilt
totia Ltrown
il
eion

Of Princeton
"MAKE OUR BANK - YOUR BANK"

lora t_......

3 DAYS! STARTING
SUNDAY, A U G.

7
E-

Fresh Meats
MUTTON ROAST fore quarter
(hind quarter, lb. 15c)
lb. 11(
SUGAR CURED PICNICS
Small average

lb. 313
33c
22(

24
Green Beans 1::`
Toilet Soap
2
Peas
Jars

Fresh Fruits And Vegetiblts
nice size
CALIFORNIA ORANGES doz. 21(
Red Malaga
G RAPES

LUNCH LOAVES
nice assorted

lb.

New Sweet
P OTATOES

FRANKFURTERS

lb.

Nice firm heads
CABBAGE

,,15(

E, CASH & CARRY STORES
• immiumuminumminnummimummummiummumnimummulow
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into your heart
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WER•FONTAI

RYL

ZANUCKS
yCf

The Red Front Stores
urge you to can and preserve your surplus fruits
vegetables. More for your
money all the time.

RED FRONT
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by ERIC KNIG
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